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Disclaimer
� This document contains financial information regarding the businesses and assets of Perstorp Holding AB (publ) (the "Company") and its consolidated 

subsidiaries (the "Group").  Such financial information may not have been audited, reviewed or verified by any independent accounting firm.  The 
inclusion of such financial information in this document or any related presentation should not be regarded as a representation or warranty by the 
Company, any of its respective affiliates, advisors or representatives or any other person as to the accuracy or completeness of such information's 
portrayal of the financial condition or results of operations by the Group.

� This document contains information, data and predictions about our markets and our competitive position.  While we believe this data to be reliable, it 
has not been independently verified and, while we are not aware of any material misstatements therein, we make no representation or warranty as to 
the accuracy or completeness of such information.  Additionally, industry publications and such reports generally state that the information contained 
therein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable but that the accuracy and completeness of such information is not guaranteed and in 
some instances state that they do not assume liability for such information.  In those cases where third-party data has not proved readily available, we 
have relied on internal analyses, as well as information obtained from sources such as our customers, suppliers, trade and business organizations 
connected with the markets in which we operate.  We cannot assure you that any assumptions underlying these statements are accurate or correctly 
reflect the state and development of, or our position in, the industry.  While we believe our internal company research is reliable and the market 
definitions are appropriate, neither such research nor these definitions have been verified by any independent source.

� Certain statements in this document are forward-looking.  By their nature, forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks and 
uncertainties because they relate to events and depend on circumstances that may or may not occur in the future.  Forward-looking statements are 
not guarantees of future performance.  These factors include, among others: our level of indebtedness and capital structure and the terms of the 
notes and our other financing arrangements; our strategy, outlook and growth prospects, including our operational and financial targets; the 
competitive markets faced by both ourselves and our customers; the economic outlook in general and, in particular, economic conditions in the 
markets of the United States, Europe and Asia, and the expected growth of our markets; our ability to borrow or raise capital; costs and regulations 
related to contamination or exposure impacts from our operations or products; our expansion plans, including our ongoing geographic expansion and 
expansion of our production capacity; our ability to develop, market and launch commercially viable products; the cyclical nature of some of the 
industries in which we operate; our ability to manage and pass on raw material and other input costs; currency fluctuations; loss of key customers or 
suppliers for certain of our products; changes to or enforcement of governmental and environmental regulations and health and safety requirements 
across the multiple jurisdictions in which we operate; downtime at our facilities; inability to control our joint ventures or other similar business 
arrangements; loss of key personnel; ongoing and future tax audits and potential changes in applicable tax regulations; inadequate protection of our 
intellectual property rights; and expenses and reputational damage resulting from litigation.

� These and other factors could adversely affect the outcome and financial effects of the plans and events described herein.  Forward-looking 
statements contained in this document regarding past trends or activities should not be taken as a representation that such trends or activities will 
continue in the future.  New risks can emerge from time to time, and it is not possible for us to predict all such risks, nor can we assess the impact of 
all such risks on our business or the extent to which any risks, or combination of risks and other factors, may cause actual results to differ materially 
from those contained in any forward-looking statements.  The cautionary statements set forth above should be considered in connection with any 
subsequent written or oral forward-looking statements that we or persons acting on our behalf may issue.  Neither the Company nor the Group 
undertakes any obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.  
You should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements, which speak only as of the date of this document.

� By attending this presentation, you are agreeing to be bound by the foregoing limitations.
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Important notice

� Unless otherwise stated, the financial information presented in this 
document represents the Group’s future scope following the treatment 
of the Singapore entities (the former PIA business unit) as an 
unrestricted subsidiary; it also excludes the results of our remaining 
49% stake in Vencorex (the former Coating Additives business unit). 
Financials of historical periods have been adjusted accordingly for 
comparative purposes. Please refer to the appendix for further detail
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Business performance

Martin Lundin 
President & CEO
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Executive summary

� Decent performance against an increasingly difficult macroeconomic environment

� YTD Sept. 2012 Sales of SEK 8 142m and Adjusted EBITDA of SEK 1 219m, essentially 
unchanged vs. prior year period. LTM Adjusted EBITDA at SEK 1 469m, within the range 
communicated earlier 

� Q3 2012 with relatively stable volume development despite scheduled maintenance 
shutdown of Oxo facility. However, SEK appreciation, shutdown costs and higher raw 
material prices in combination with a somewhat softer business environment weighed on 
quarterly profitability

� Continued strong cash conversion even as strategic investments in new Neo capacity 
and Valeraldehyde (“Valerox” project) continue 

� Capital structure well termed out following 
successful issuance of bonds and extension 
of existing mezzanine in November 2012

� As anticipated, softer fourth quarter affected by 
seasonality and subdued market demand to year                                                     
end
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Revenue overview

� In line with strategy, increasing share of 
sales from the Americas and Asia despite 
generally softer environment in Asia

– New organizational set-up with greater 
focus on regional sales starting to generate 
benefits

� Both business groups showed revenues 
very close to last year, although Specialty 
Intermediates negatively affected by the 
scheduled Oxo shutdown (due every third 
year) 

Q3/ 2012, Revenue by region, %

Q3/ 2012, Revenue by Business Group, %
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Key revenue drivers

� Volumes in Q3/2012 on same level as in prior year

– Stronger sales of specialty polyols, formox products, caprolactones (gradual utilization of new 
capacity) and performance additives offsetting weaker sales in particular in Oxo due to 
scheduled maintenance shutdown of facility in September

� Average selling prices approx. 4% lower primarily due to FX effects (SEK appreciation) 

– Prices in local currencies have held up better although decreasing approx. 1-2% following a 
softer market situation

� Most market segments show stable volumes compared to Q3/2011

– Coatings and resins are slightly lower, partly explained by the Oxo shutdown, whereas our other 
strategic growth segments hold up well

Volumes by quarter
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� Raw material prices continue to 
be volatile and in an upward trend

— Propylene up 24% Jul/12 to Sep/12

— Benzene up 8% Jul/12 to Sep/12

� Continued successful pass-through 
of raw material price fluctuations even 
in more difficult environment

� Unit margins declining slightly primarily 
due to a combination of negative Fx 
effects and the Oxo shutdown
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Financial review

Johan Malmqvist
CFO



Financial highlights
Q3

� Year over year net sales development strongly influenced 
by appreciation of SEK, in particular vs. the EUR

� Underlying volume development satisfactory in light of 
difficult operating environment

� Marginal contribution, and in turn EBITDA, in addition 
impacted by scheduled maintenance shutdown of Oxo plant
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SEK m Q3 -12 Q2 -12 Q3 -11

Net Sales 2 524 2 791 2 658

% growth (y-o-y) -5%

Marginal Contribution 710 773 790

% of sales 28.1% 27.7% 29.7%

Adjusted EBITDA 323 397 421

% of sales 12.7% 14.2% 15.8%



� Stronger market conditions through Q2 2012. Customer 
demand held up relatively well over the summer months with 
weaker macro conditions in Q3

� EBITDA margin of LTM figure impacted by weak Q4/2011
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Financial highlights
Q3 – YTD and LTM 

SEK m YTD Q3 -12 YTD Q3 -11 LTM Q3 -12

Net Sales 8 142 8 189 10 593

% growth (y-o-y) -1%

Marginal Contribution 2 308 2 418 2 983

% of sales 28.3% 29.5% 28.2%

Adjusted EBITDA 1 219 1 222 1 469

% of sales 15.0% 14.9% 13.8%



Free cash flow

� Free cash flow slightly higher 
than in prior year period given a 
better development of working 
capital

� Continued strong cash 
conversion also in more 
challenging environment

� Positive cash flow expected for 
Q4, despite expectations of  
somewhat softer demand
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Working capital

SEK m
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� Development followed ordinary cycle 
with build-up over the beginning of 
the year, expected to decrease 
towards end of the year

� Both working capital and working 
capital as a percentage of sales are 
very similar to Q3 2011

� Working capital days remained stable 
with slight increase in inventory days 
due to somewhat lower sales in the 
third quarter partly explained by the 
shutdown of the Oxo facility in 
Stenungsund



Investments

� Valerox (valeraldehyde and 
derivatives in Sweden) 

— Process design ready,  detailed 
engineering ongoing, field work 
ongoing

— Estimated start-up 2015

� Neo expansion in China

— Field construction is ongoing, most 
buildings completed, electrical 
installations ongoing

— Estimated start-up Q1/2013
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Indebtedness
� Balance sheet successfully 

refinanced beginning of 
November

� Raised ~$1.1bn of bonds 
and a SEK 550m RCF

� Over 80% of existing 
mezzanine lenders agreed 
to extend 

� Continued natural Fx hedge as 
bonds raised in EUR and USD

� Pro forma net leverage 
of 5.9x at issuance

Terms
Senior Secured 

Notes
Second Lien Notes

Amounts
EUR Notes: €270m
USD Notes: $380m

$370m

Ranking First Priority Secured
Second Priority

Secured

Maturity May-2017 Aug-2017

Rating
Moody’s: B2

S&P: B
Moody’s: Caa2

S&P: CCC

Coupon
EUR Notes: 9.00%
USD Notes: 8.75%

11.00%

Call Protection 2.5 years 2.5 years
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Appendix
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Reconciliation Q3 reported 
to adjusted numbers

Continuing operations (i.e. excluding Vencorex)

SEK m Q3 2012 Q3 2011 YTD Sep 
2012

YTD Sep
2011

EBIT 146 266 661 742

-Depr/amort/writedowns 157 158 482 517

EBITDA 303 424 1 143 1 259

- Singapore (entities) 14 14 56 1

- Non cash Fx 6 -18 20 -38

Adjusted EBITDA 323 421 1 219 1 222
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Continuing operations (i.e. excluding Vencorex and Singapore entities)

SEK m YTD Sep
2012

YTD Sep 
2011

LTM Q3 
2012

Adjusted EBITDA 1 219 1 222 1 469

Change in working capital -271 -315 15

Maintenance capex -168 -109 -213

FCF before strategic capex 780 798 1 271

% of adj EBITDA 64% 65% 87%

Strategic capex -99 -144 -169

Free cash flow 681 654 1 102

% of adj EBITDA 56% 54% 75%

Free cash flow details
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Segment reporting

Continuing operations (i.e. excluding Vencorex)

SEK m YTD 2012 YTD 2011

Net Sales 8 603 8 694

Specialty Intermediates 5 542 5 648

Performance Products 3 140 3 118

Other/eliminations -79 -72

EBITDA 1 143 1 259

Specialty Intermediates 737 894

Performance Products 265 385

Other/eliminations 141 -20

- Singapore (entities) 56 1

- Non Cash Fx 20 -38

Adjusted EBITDA 1 219 1 222
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Currency

SEK per LOC
Q3 2012 Q3 2011

YTD Q3
2012

YTD Q3 
2011

LTM Sep 
2012

LTM Sep 
2011

USD 6.74 6.48 6.81 6.41 6. 80 6.50

Euro 8.43 9.15 8.73 9.01 8.82 9.06

GBP 10.65 10.43 10.75 10.34 10.72 10.44

Period Average Exchange Rates

SEK per LOC
Q3 2012 Q3 2011

USD 6.57 6.87

Euro 8.44 9.20

GBP 10.61 10.71

Period End Exchange Rates
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